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Abstract
In current language recognition systems, the process of feature
extraction from an utterance is usually independent of other ut-
terances. In this paper, we present an approach that build an
parallel “relative feature” using the features that have been pro-
duced, which is the measurement of the relationship of one ut-
terance with others. The relative feature focuses on “where it
is” instead of “what it is”, and is more related to the classifi-
cation than the traditional features. In this work, the method
to build and properly use the parallel absolute-relative feature
(PARF) language recognition system is also fully explained and
developed. To evaluate the system, experiments were carried
out on the 2009 National Institute of Standards and Technolo-
gy language recognition evaluation (NIST LRE) database. The
experimental results showed that the relative feature performs
better than the absolute feature using a low dimension feature,
especially for short test segment. The PARF system yielded
1.84%, 6.04%, 19.89% equal error rate (EER), which achieved
a 15.20%, 20.63%, 16.77% relative improvements respectively
for 30s, 10s, 3s compared to the baseline system.
Index Terms: language recognition, relative feature

1. Introduction
Language recognition is the process of identifying a language
from an utterance. It is an essential technology used in many
applications, such as speech translation, multilingual speech
recognition and information security and forensics [1]. Cur-
rently, acoustic systems [2] and phonotactic systems [1] are two
types of language recognition systems widely used.

In these two types of language recognition systems, the pro-
cess of feature extraction of an utterance is independent of other
utterances. Such feature is a kind of “absolute feature”. Focus-
ing on “what it is”, absolute feature describes an utterance di-
rectly, eg. the phoneme strings, the probability of a sequence in
its lattice, Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC), etc.

In this paper, we propose a new feature that is built based
on the relationship between an utterance and a set of selected
datum utterances, so called “relative feature”. Relative feature
cares about “where it is” instead of “what it is”. Then an ut-
terance is positioned in the relative coordinate. By showing the
relationship of the utterances directly, relative feature makes ut-
terances more convenient to classify. The relationship can be
distance, similarity, angle, etc. Relative feature varies with the
different relationship measurement. By selecting a proper mea-
surement we can strengthening identifiable character or discard
nuisance attribute of the utterance.

In language recognition systems, the most identifiable char-
acter is the similarity between training and test data. So here
we discuss a relative feature defined as the similarity between
the feature supervectors of utterances. There are many ways to

discriminate between utterances represented by similarities. N-
earest neighbor (NN) is one of the most traditional methods [3].
However, it suffers from the limitation of high-computational
complexity, sensitivity to noise. The widely used kernel method
can be thought of as a nonlinear similarity measure. Kernel
method is an efficient similarity measurement between two su-
pervectors, which is introduced into face recognition, handwrit-
ten digit recognition [4] to achieve higher robustness to noise
[5]. In this paper, we will introduce a kind of kernel called
empirical kernel [6] into language recognition and develop a
relative feature. Using the feature supervectors that are already
built in language recognition system we can easily compose the
new feature with only a little more inner product computation.

Using the “absolute feature” of all the training data and “rel-
ative feature” of a small subset of training dataset, a parallel
absolute-relative feature (PARF) language recognition system
is built and achieves good performances for LRE tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the traditional language recognition system. Sec-
tion 3 shows the difference in formulation between the absolute-
feature-based phonetic language recognition system and the
relative-feature-based language recognition system, which is
constructed in the relative feature kernel space. Experiments
for evaluating the proposed approach are presented in Section
5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Baseline System
In this work a PR-SVM [7] phonotactic language recognition
system is used as baseline system. Basically, the traditional lan-
guage recognition system works by mapping the input data s-
pace X into a high dimensional feature space F : Φ : X → F ,
and then building linear machines in the feature space to imple-
ment their nonlinear counterparts in the input space to classify.

In PR-SVM language recognition systems, an utterance x
can be mapped to the feature space as follows:

Φ : x→ ϕ(x) (1)

Then the feature supervector ϕ(x) is sent to the classifier and a
decision is made based on the output of the classifier. In phono-
tactic language recognition system [8],

ϕ(x) = [p(d1|�x), p(d2|�x), ..., p(dF |�x)], (2)

here di is the n-gram phoneme string di = si...si+n−1 (n =
N) and F = fN (f is the size of the phone inventory for a sin-
gle phone recognizer and N is the number of n-gram). �x is the
lattice converted from data x by a phone recognizer. p(di|�x)
denotes the probability of the N-gram si...si+N−1 in the lattice.
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If we employ a SVM as the classifier, a decision is based on
the SVM output score compared to a threshold as follows:

f(ϕ(x)) =
∑

l
αlKTFLLR(ϕ(x), ϕ(xl)) + d, (3)

here ϕ(xl) are support vectors obtained from training set us-
ing the Mercer condition. KTFLLR is a term frequency log-
likelihood ratio kernel which is computed as [9]:

KTFLLR(ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj)) =

F∑

q=1

p(dq|�xi)√
p(dq|�all)

∗ p(dq|�xj )√
p(dq|�all)

,

(4)
the p(di|�all) is calculated from the observed probability across
all lattices. In language recognition system the training is al-
ways carried out with a one-versus-rest strategy. The samples
in the target language are viewed as the positive set and the re-
mainder as the negative one. Then the training stage is carried
out between the positive set and negative set.

3. Parallel Absolute-Relative Feature
Followed by SVM System

3.1. Relative feature kernel map

The novelty of relative feature kernel map lies in interpreting k-
ernel here as a representation of a similarity space. To construct
a relative feature kernel map, a data set S of size m will be used
as the datum mark of similarity. Here S = [s1, s2, ...sm] is a
datum set that is selected from training corpus by VQ method,
which selects the set of utterance that could present their type
of language most. S is mapped into feature space like this:

S → ϕ(S) = [ϕ(s1), ϕ(s2), ..., ϕ(sm)] (5)

The relative feature kernel between two supervector ϕ(xi) and
ϕ(xj) is

KRF(ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj)) =< ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj) >

=

F∑

q=1

p(dq|�xi)√
p(dq|�S)

∗ p(dq|�xj )√
p(dq|�S)

(6)

Relative feature kernel is similar to TFLLR kernel except nor-
malized by the observed probability across all lattices of datum
dataset p(di|�S) . Relative feature kernel indicates that a high
degree of similarity will exist between the two supervectors, and
vice versa.

Then the utterance x is mapped from the input data space
X to an m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm: Φr : X → Rm

as follows:

Φr : x→ ϕr(x)

= KRF(ϕ(x), ϕ(S)) =< ϕ(x), ϕ(S) >

= [KRF(ϕ(x), ϕ(s1)), ...,KRF(ϕ(x), ϕ(sm))] (7)

In general, KRF(ϕ(x), ϕ(S)) defines a vector consisting
of m similarities found between the utterance x and all the ut-
terance in the datum set S. In particular, KRF(ϕ(x), ϕ(S))
is treated as a description of a space where each dimension
corresponds to the similarities to a prototype. Therefore,
KRF(·, ϕ(S)) is viewed as a mapping onto an m-dimensional
empirical kernel feature space.

3.2. PARF system for language recognition

The architecture of the PARF system is shown in Fig.1. In ab-
solute feature part, all the training data is mapped into feature
space for training. An utterance x is mapped to ϕ(x) and a de-
cision is made by eq.(3). In relative feature part, we use some
small subsets of training dataset for training (each subset must
contain utterances for all target languages). Then an utterance x
is mapped to ϕr(x) in the relative feature space. If we employ
a SVM as the classifier, a decision is based on the SVM output
compared to a threshold as follows:

f ′(ϕr(x)) =
∑

l′
αl′K

′((ϕr(x), (ϕr(xl′)) + d′, (8)

here ϕr(xl′) are support vectors obtained from training set us-
ing the Mercer condition. When K′ is RBF kernel, K′ is com-
puted as follows:

K′
RBF(ϕ

r(xi), ϕ
r(xj)) = exp(−γ|ϕr(xi)−ϕr(xj)|2), (9)

here γ = 1/DRF, DRF is the dimension of the relative fea-
ture. And if K′ is adopted as TFLLR kernel, K′ is computed
as follows:

K′
TFLLR(ϕ

r(xi), ϕ
r(xj))

=
m∑

q=1

KRF(ϕ(xi), ϕ(sq)) ∗KRF(ϕ(xj), ϕ(sq))

KRF(ϕ(xall), ϕ(sq))
(10)

In PARF language recognition system, the training is also
carried out with a one-versus-rest strategy. The samples in the
target language are viewed as the positive set and the remain-
der as the negative one. Then the training stage is carried out
between the positive set and negative set.

Then the LDA-MMI method is used to maximize the pos-
terior probabilities of all the belief score vector [10] with objec-
tive function as follows [11]:

FMMI(λ) =
∑

∀i
log

p(xi|λg(i))P (g(i))∑
∀j p(xi|λj)P (j)

, (11)

here x = [wf(ϕ(x)), w1f
′(ϕr(x)), ..., wNf

′(ϕr(x))] and
g(i) indicates its class label. w,w1, w2, ..., wN are weight-
s of the belief of the absolute feature and relative feature.∑

i ωi + w = 1. Usually ω = M/(M +
∑
i

Msubseti), ωn =

(Msubsetn/M +
∑
i

Msubseti). M denotes the number of the

training utterances and Msubset denotes the number of the sub-
set of training utterances that used to produce the relative fea-
ture. P (j) is the prior probability of class j. p(x|λ) is weighted
Gaussian mixtures that describe a general distribution:

p(x|λ) =
∑

∀m
ω′mN (x;μm,Σm), (12)

here N (·) denotes the normal distribution with a parameter set
that is often referred as λ = {ω′m, μm,Σm}. Here μm, Σm

and ω′m are the mean vector, covariance matrix and the weight
of the m-th Gaussian mixture.

Such a language recognition system has three advantages.
First, relative feature describes the utterance from a different
aspect from the traditional feature extract method, so the whole
system can extract more useful information to classify. Sec-
ond, the dimension of absolute feature F is very high, while
relative feature has flexible dimension with the number of da-
tum utterance m. Generally m << F . Thus the size of the
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input vector of the relative feature can be smaller than abso-
lute feature, which means less computation. Third, to improve
the performance of language recognition, traditional language
recognition systems employ different phone recognizers [7] and
use different acoustic models [12] to provide different kinds of
features to describe the utterances from different aspect. Both
of the two methods need to build new features again and again,
so both of them multiple the computation for times. While the
process of building relative feature uses middle product of the
traditional language recognition ( eg. the absolute feature ϕ(x)
that have already built ), what we need to compute is only ϕ(S)
and K(·, ϕ(S)), which cost a little computation. Thus the PAR-
F language recognition system can build two features from dif-
ferent aspects with computing just once.

4. Experimental setup
4.1. Baseline language recognition system

In this work a PR-SVM phonotactic language recognition sys-
tem is used as baseline system. First, the Temporal Patterns
Neural Network (TRAPs/NN) phone decoders developed by the
Brno University of Technology (BUT) for Hungarian (HU) [13]
are applied to compute phone posteriori probability. Then, the
HVite decoder [14] produced by HTK is used to produce phone
lattices. Then, a popular SVMTorch [15] from SVM package
is used to give SVM scores. Finally, the LDA-MMI algorithm
[16] is used for score calibration.

4.2. Test, training, developing and datum dataset

The experiments are conducted on the test trials of the 2009
NIST Language Recognition Evaluation (NIST-LRE2009)
tasks in which 41793 test segments are involved in for 30-s,
10-s, and 3-s nominal duration test. There are totally 23 tar-
get languages, including Amharic, Bosnian, Cantonese, Cre-
ole (Haitian), Croatian, Dari, English (American), English (In-
dian), Farsi, French, Georgian, Hausa, Hindi, Korean, Man-
darin, Pashto, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, Ukraini-
an, Urdu, and Vietnamese. And the evaluation involves Voice of
America (VOA) radio broadcasts and conversational telephone
speech (CTS) channel conditions.

Train data used in the experiment are (1) the Call-Home
Corpus; (2) the Call-Friend Corpus; (3) the OGI Corpus; (4) the
OHSU Corpus provided by NIST for LRE05; and (5) the VOA
Corpus.

22701 conversations are selected from the dataset provided
by NIST for the 2003, 2005 and 2007 LRE and VOA are used
for develop purposes.

Almost 14000 conversations which are selected from 40
languages by VQ method provided by NIST for the 2003, 2005
and 2007 LRE and VOA are used as datum dataset.

4.3. Evaluation measures

In NIST-LRE2009, the performance of language recognition
systems is reported in terms of: (1) Equal Error Rate (EER);
(2) average cost performance Cavg as defined by NIST [17].

5. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this work a PR-SVM [7] phonotactic language recognition
system is used as baseline system. Here 1804213 utterances are
used for training. We only use one subset of training dataset
including 30996 utterances to build relative features. For sin-

gle Hungarian (HU) phone recognizer with 58 phones, the di-
mension of the possible 3-gram phonotactic feature should be
58*58*58=195112. We selected 7000 datum utterances by VQ
method from 40 languages to build relative feature.

Table 1 and Table 2 are performance of PARF system whose
SVM classifier uses RBF kernel and TFLLR kernel respective-
ly. Table 1 and Table 2 shows that the performance of PARF
system is much better than baseline but increases slowly with
the increasing of the number of the utterances of datum dataset.
So we can use a low dimension relative feature to get a good
performance to reduce the computation. Actually, Table 1 and
Table 2 also show that the performance for the short utterances
is improved much in PARF system. Lacking of phonemes leads
to an extremely sparse phonotactic supervector, the phonotactic
feature can not describe short utterances precisely. While the
relative feature reveals the relationship between a short utter-
ance and a number of datum utterance, which is a rich and com-
pact representation of short utterance. The experimental results
show that the relative feature could obtain better performance
with absolute feature using a low dimension feature.

Table 3 depicts performance of PARF system whose SVM
classifier uses both RBF kernel and TFLLR kernel. Fig.2 shows
DET curves of baseline system and PARF system, LRE09, HU
frontend. The solid line presents baseline system and dashed
line presents the PARF system. Compared with the baseline
system, the PARF system yielded 1.84%, 6.04%, 19.89% EER,
which achieved a 15.20%, 20.63%, 16.77% relative improve-
ments respectively for 30s, 10s, 3s compared to the baseline
system.

Table 1: Performance of baseline system and PARF system
(K’= RBF kernel). LRE 09, HU frontend (EER/Cavg in %).
PARF-n means the number of the datum utterances taking part
in the process of building relative feature.

30s 10s 3s

baseline 2.17/1.98 7.61/7.54 23.90/23.42

PARF-1000 1.96/1.86 6.28/6.20 21.17/21.15

PARF-3000 1.94/1.87 6.21/6.16 20.89/20.97

PARF-5000 1.92/1.82 6.15/6.10 20.72/20.49

PARF-7000 1.87/1.76 6.15/6.06 20.71/20.30

Table 2: Performance of baseline system and PARF system
(K’= TFLLR kernel). LRE 09, HU frontend (EER/Cavg in %).
PARF-n means the number of the datum utterances taking part
in the process of building relative feature.

30s 10s 3s

baseline 2.17/1.98 7.61/7.54 23.90/23.42

PARF-1000 1.98/1.87 6.37/6.23 20.87/20.74

PARF-2000 1.97/1.84 6.35/6.23 20.60/20.46

PARF-3000 1.92/1.81 6.20/6.21 20.45/20.40

PARF-4000 1.92/1.83 6.20/6.11 20.41/20.57

PARF-5000 1.90/1.81 6.10/6.08 20.02/20.04
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Figure 1: Architecture of PARF system.

Table 3: Performance of baseline system and PARF sys-
tem (K’= RBF and TFLLR kernel). LRE 09, HU frontend
(EER/Cavg in %).

30s 10s 3s

baseline 2.17/1.98 7.61/7.54 23.90/23.42

PARF 1.84/1.75 6.04/5.99 19.89/19.67

6. Conclusion
We have presented in this paper an approach to build “rela-
tive features” and a parallel absolute-relative feature language
recognition system. We use the measurement of relationship
between different utterances to build relative feature, which can
describe an utterance more efficiently. The relative feature ker-
nel map provides a method that can describe the similarity to the
datum set for both training and test utterance. Our experiments
confirm that the PARF system leads to an improvement in the
performance of language recognition system. Experiments re-
veal that it does increase the performance of the language recog-
nition system on accuracy without sacrificing its structure sim-
plicity and computational effort much. In the future researches,
we would like to study the way of efficient datum utterance se-
lection, kernel diversification of kernel feature map for language
recognition.
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